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Research context

Growing attention to
company-community
relations in the RE sector.

Community engagement

New practice space

Social license to operate
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Responsive institutions have
an experiential orientation
and require constant work

“Governing from a distance”
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Theatrical performances that
legitimize particular forms of
industrial development 

What we know from the literature

Community engagement
as co-option
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But what goes on inside
companies?

How should we understand the role and work of community
engagement professionals in RE?
How do practitioners navigate the “zones of awkward engagement”
between corporate and community worlds?
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Internal
factors

a) hierarchal position in
the company

b) access to resources
within the company

c) internal influence and
networks in the company

Subjectivities 
and agency

Organisational actors are
embedded in the prevailing
norms and practices of their

institutional environment
(e.g. companies).... AND also

competent agents in their
own right!
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What we studied

What factors
influence the
work of corporate
community
engagement
practitioners?

External
factors

Broader structures,
relations &

interactions 'outside'
the company
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42+/- practitioners employed in RE companies
(excluding CLO's)
Diverse educational backgrounds, tertiary education
Majority are black women 

Who are the community
engagement professionals
in REIPPPP?

Aspirations and ideals

positive views on business role 

pragmatic views: 'failing state'

Diverse perceptions 
of private sector:

in development

Community development is 
a key motivation for 

working in RE.
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company expectations
government requirements
community expectations

Position at interface of diverse
interests & agendas

Complex position of practitioners

after tenders and developers
inherit legacy of prior
commitments, promises and
interactions

Temporality: Enter late in ongoing
process
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Three examples

Dilemmas and
agency

Making a difference from a
marginalised position

Delivering results without practice
framework
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When personal ideals and
corporate logics clash



Paying particular attention to marginalised
groups in engagement work

Building personal ideals into
practice

When personal ideals and
corporate logics clash

Practitioners:
Strong ideals
on community
development
& "making a
difference"

0
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Board and
management:

Focus on
compliance &

profit

Persistence &
coping

Trying again despite board
rejection

Agency Examples
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Making a difference from a
marginalised position

Advising on what will work and not work

Practitioners
marginalised in

company
hierarchy

Using intermediate position as platform
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Race and gender
intersectionalities

Strategically employing race I know best what communities want

Agency Examples
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Combining knowledge and practice from
variety of sources and networks

Building own preferred approaches into
company guidelines (e.g. flexibility)

Formalising

Bricolage
(Combining)

Delivering results without
practice frameworks

Ad hoc improvisation of community
meeting format

Improvising 

0
3

ExamplesAgency
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A clearly emerging practice framework for community engagement
(informal and formal)

Influenced by practitioners’ grounded experiences and ideals

Shifting initial corporate approaches towards more inclusive and
collaborative approaches (e.g. asset-based, IPP collaborations)

Contextualising a new practice field and linking it to historical experiences
and current debates (e.g. trauma, internalised systems of privilege, racism)

Emerging community of practice in which practitioners engage, reflect and
critique the state of affairs in the field

CEO & Funder

Agents of
change



The subjectivities of community engagement professionals do not
necessarily align with corporate rationales
Corporate hierarchies and intersectionalities severely constrain their work
Yet their intermediate position and agency influences the evolution of
corporate community engagement practices
We need to ensure that we have a human-centred approach (practitioner
and community) to any re-design and evolution of ED plans and practice.

Conclusion
In South Africa's REIPPPP...

"How we engage
determines how

engaged communities
are with their own

development process
and the opportunities
associated with the

industry."



What's
Happening
Next
The final 3 months of the TENTRANS project

publish our 6 episode 'Progressive Practice
Podcast'
academic papers and policy brief (for
international audience)
CST's internal capacity development work to
integrate research findings into organisation 
more papers and policy briefs also from the
other work streams in TENTRANS (local
content and auction design)


